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Abstract
Recognising objects using sonar presents a significant research problem, especially when echo
information for feature extraction is scarce. Blind people, however, have shown an amazing ability to
identify such objects using an ultrasonic mobility aid. For example a blind man named Fred Gissoni was
able to recognise a table and chair in a restaurant in order to find a place to eat [1]. Bats have also
demonstrated an amazing capacity to navigate in dark caves using ultrasonic echolocation. Given these
remarkable feats, there must be more information in the signal of an echo than previously thought. If
these features could be identified a more robust approach to recognising objects using sonar could be
developed. This research attempts to address this issue using a framework based on Mahalanobis
distance. As a particular example the echoes of a table and chair are studied.
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Object Recognition Using CTFM Ultrasonic Sensors

1.

Introduction

Ultrasonics has been a research area for many years. It covers a variety of fields including underwater
mapping, robot navigation and object recognition. In the context of object recognition significant
research has been conducted using ToF sensors. Studies have covered the identification of machine parts
[2], room features [3-5] and symmetrical shapes [6, 7]. Recognition using CTFM sonar, however, has
only been investigated briefly.

In past research, McKerrow et al. developed a classification system using frequency modulated sonar to
identify plants. Later, research also focused on the recognition of surfaces. The purpose was to
investigate methods of navigating paths or identifying crops in a plantation using an autonomous robot.

Inspiration for this research was drawn from the amazing capacity of blind people, who are able to
navigate with remarkable dexterity using a CTFM mobility aid. For example a man named Fred Gissoni
documented how he was able to use a sonic torch to recognise plants in a garden, identify surfaces and
even differentiate between everyday objects like a table and chair in order to find a place to eat [1].

In Mckerrow et al’s research they mimick the recognition of plants and surfaces. Natural beacons such
as these produce a lot of echo data, due to their complex geometry. This makes it much easier to
generate features for object recognition. Recognition of indoor objects, which tend to produce less echo
data because of their geometrical structure, however, was not explored. This research attempts to
address that problem.
In this thesis the goal is to mirror Gissoni’s recognition of a table and chair. Each of these objects
represent indoor beacons which produce limited echo information.

To collect echo data the table and chair were each placed on a positioner. A K-Sonar ultrasonic mobility
aid was then placed on a tripod at a height of 500mm from the base of each object, at a distance of
1000mm from each object’s centre.
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Echoes were then captured using custom software written in Labview. This software was used to rotate
each object 360º, stopping every 1º to capture 64 continuous echoes. Each object was rotated at sensor
tilt angles of -10°, -20°, 0°, 10° and 20° in order to collect echo information from the entire object.

After capturing 64 time domain echoes at each increment, at each sensor tilt angle, their power spectral
densities were calculated and averaged to eliminate noise. Several features which have proven useful for
object recognition in past studies were then extracted from this data [8-12].
These features were divided into two categories – range dependent and range independent. Range
dependent features included echo peak position, peak amplitude, peak width, peak amplitude*peak
width, peak energy and echo energy. Range independent features included the distance between peaks;
the ratio of peak amplitude to peak width; the ratios of peak position to object range and the ratios of
peak energy and echo energy to object range. Some range dependent features could also be represented
as range independent features by scaling the power spectral densities of each object to a common range
[9]. As both objects were captured using the same range settings, however, this was unnecessary.

Using a set of these features the differences between echo data from tilt angles of the table and tilt
angles of the chair were measured. Similarly the differences between echo data from tilt angles of the
same object were also calculated. The aim of these two tasks was to determine if one could recognise the
the table and chair, and recognise the difference between tilt angles of the same object.

In order to measure the difference between echoes using features extracted from them, a statistical tool
known as the Mahalanobis distance was used. The Mahalanobis distance is useful because it considers
the covariance among features while the Euclidian distance does not. It has also been used in past
research with positive results [11, 12].

The results of this research demonstrate that with simple objects like a table and chair and a minimal
feature set it possible to use an ultrasonic sensor and computer software to discriminate between them. It
is also possible to differentiate between varying tilt angles of the same object, although this requires a
much larger feature set.
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The significance of this research, therefore, is a novel approach to recognising indoor beacons which
generate little echo information. It differs from previous investigations using the Mahalanobis distance,
where echo information was abundant. For example plants and surfaces [8, 12]. This research also
provides a unique insight into how blind people use ultrasonic mobility aids to safely navigate their
surroundings.
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2.

Ultrasonics

An ultrasonic sensor is a measurement device that usually consists of two transducers – one for
transmitting an ultrasonic wave and the other for receiving the reflected wave. The transmitter converts
electrostatic energy from a vibrating membrane to an ultrasonic waveform whilst the receiver converts
the reflected ultrasonic waveform back into electrical energy. This electrical energy can then be
interpreted by a computer or other electrical device for measurement purposes. The conversion between
electrical energy to an ultrasonic waveform occurs by the usage of a piezoelectric transducer or
electrostatic transducer. Piezoelectric transducers are made of a naturally occurring material that expand
or contract when a voltage is applied thus generating a particular frequency response. Electrostatic
transducers on the other hand are capacitors where the vibration of a membrane changes the distance
between the plates and hence changes the capacitance. The transducers used in this research are
electrostatic.

2.1

Sensors

In this research we use a CTFM (Continuously Transmitted Frequency Modulated) ultrasonic sensor for
our work as opposed to the more traditional ToF (Time of Flight) sensor. This is because we use the
same sensor documented by Fred Gissoni [13]. In the following sections the differences between ToF
and CTFM sensors, and the reasons for using the latter are explained.

2.1.1 TOF Sensors

Time of flight sonar sensors are the most commonly employed ultrasonic sensor. Their operation is
relatively straightforward. To detect the range to an object, the difference in time taken between the
transmission of an echo pulse and its reception is measured to calculate range.
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2.1.2 CTFM Sensors

CTFM sensors operate differently in that they continuously transmit a signal of varying frequency,
usually in a down frequency swept pattern as illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1: CTFM Signal
Sweep Period

Frequency

Echo
Transmission
δf

t1 t2

Time

To determine the range to an object using this approach, the time delay between an echo’s transmitted
and received frequency is calculated. This deviation provides a measure of the range to the object. After
filtering, the echo is transformed from the time domain to the frequency domain using an FFT. Object
ranges can then be read directly from an echo’s Power Spectral Density.

CTFM sensors have a very high signal to noise ratio. Their ability to detect faint echoes is often more
limited by the resolution of the digitizer than by any noise in the environment.

In this research the particular CTFM sensor we use is known as the K-Sonar. It is one of several
mobility CTFM sensors developed by Professor Leslie Kay over the decades [14]. See Figure 5.
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Figure 2: Sonic Torch

Figure 3: Sonic Glasses

Figure 4: KASPA

Figure 5: K-Sonar

The K-Sonar, and its precursors (Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4), is an ultrasonic mobility aid inspired by
the echolocation behaviour of bats. It operates by transmitting a sine wave that is repeatedly swept over
a one-octave range of 100-50 kHz with a sweep period of 102.4 ms. The echo and the transmitted signal
are demodulated to obtain a set of audio tones between 0-5 KHz which are audible to the human ear.
These tones are proportional to range and thus representative of the geometric complexity of an object.
The device can be held in the hand of the user, or clipped to a walking cane for improved mobility.

The beam pattern of the K-Sonar can be represented by the following polar plot (Figure 6).

Figure 6: K-Sonar Beam Pattern
0°
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324°

306°

270°

18°

36°

54°

90°
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From this plot, one can see that the part of the beam that produces the most energy is between 18˚ and
342˚. In this research echoes are captured from the centre of this lobe.

2.1.3 Comparison

Traditional TOF sensors are relatively inexpensive acoustic sensors that are primarily used for collision
avoidance. They do, however, suffer from issues caused by signal gaps. CFTM sensors overcome this
problem by transmitting a continuous signal. This makes CTFM useful for tracking moving targets.

CTFM sensors are also advantageous in that they offer increased sensitivity to object reflectors, meaning
they can produce more detailed acoustic data about the objects they isonify. They also produce less
noise in comparison to ToF sensors[15].

Some disadvantages of CTFM sensors are they require a separate transmitter and receiver, and require
more complicated processing to operate [16].

The CTFM sensor is used in this research is the K-Sonar.
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3.

Echolocation

Echolocation is the process of perceiving the distance and characteristics of an object based on the
echoes of sound reflecting from it. Echolocation devices were developed primarily to detect underwater
enemy ships in World War 1 and 2 [17]. Their development was made possible by understanding the
nature of animal echolocation, in particular the navigation behaviour of bats [17]. Later it was realised
that the same technology could also be used in the development of mobility aids for the blind.

Bats by their nature navigate primarily at night time to avoid other predators. In order to survive they
rely on their ultrasonic chirps to echolocate and capture prey. These ultrasonic chirps are usually
frequency modulated, allowing the bat to hunt prey with a potential error margin of a few millimetres.

Many blind people have also demonstrated amazing dexterity in navigating their surroundings using
echolocation. One of the earliest documented cases of a blind man using echolocation was that of James
Holman, who used the sound of tapping his cane to circumnavigate the globe [18]. Another more recent
case is that of Ben Underwood, who upon losing his sight to retinal cancer at age 3, learned to navigate
using frequent clicking sounds of his tongue [19]. Then there is the case of Fred Gissoni [1], a blind man
who learnt in detail how to use an electronic mobility aid to echolocate, and created a set of training
tapes for the Hadley School of the blind.

These navigational feats tell us that there is a considerable amount of information contained within the
echo of an object. To investigate further we consulted the training tapes developed by Fred Gissoni for
the Sonic Torch. In these tapes we found numerous examples of how a blind person could use a mobility
aid to perform complex navigation and recognition tasks. These tapes have also been adapted into
training videos to instruct those who teach blind people to use acoustic mobility devices [20].
One task demonstrated by Gissoni in his teaching’s is how an ultrasonic mobility aid could be used to
differentiate between surfaces such as plate glass or a concrete path. Gissoni also demonstrated how
such a device could be used to detect the dimensions of an object, such as height, width and distance
from the user.
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In one instance he demonstrated how he could use the aid to walk into a restaurant and detect the
difference between a table and chair in order to be seated. In another example he was able to tell whether
the window of a car door was open or closed.

By moving the aid and detecting differences in pitch, volume and signal quality, Gissoni explains in his
tapes exactly how he was able to achieve these tasks. If one considers that changes in pitch, volume and
signal quality are synonymous with spectral changes in the acoustic signal, then it seems reasonable that
object recognition could be achieved using computer signal processing.

So far achieving object recognition with the same accuracy as humans like Fred Gissoni and animals
like bats has proved problematic for researchers. In particular recognising objects which produce little
echo information has been difficult. This research attempts to address some of these issues.
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4.

Literature Review

Major advances in ultrasonics for object detection began in the 1940’s, during the 2nd World War. The
primary motivation was to detect enemy ships and also for the navigation of submarines. Since that time
there has been an explosive growth in the use of ultrasonics for target detection and recognition.

Most research into object recognition using ultrasonics has involved the detection of objects, with the
aim of recognizing parts in industrial settings, or for improving methods of mapping and navigation for
mobile robots. In the industrial context ultrasonic arrays have mainly been used due to the high
resolution required. In the robotics context investigations into object recognition has primarily focused
on single sensor (transducer pair) systems, which in part has been due to the high computational power
needed for recognition processing using several sensors.

Perhaps one of the earliest investigations into the usefulness of ultrasonic arrays for object recognition
was conducted by Watanabe and Yoneyama [7]. They used a Neural Network to recognize objects
captured by an 8x8 ultrasonic receiver array, positioned above target objects. Vossiek et al. [21] also
used an array of ultrasonic sensors and a Neural Network to develop a system for recognizing 25 typical
work pieces. Their system involved extracting features from each object based on its holographic
reconstruction from echo data collected using an 8 transmitter – 8 receiver array of transducers.

Dror et al. [6] employed an ultrasonic vision system for object detection that was mounted on a moving
robot arm. Their system was made up of an array of ultrasonic sensors and one ultrasonic transmitter
and was able to reconstruct a 3-d representation of an object by moving the sensor array across the
object in a zigzag motion. Similarly Baba et al. [22] was able to recognise objects in 3d using two
ultrasonic sensor arrays. The particular objects investigated were symmetrical ones such as cones,
cylinders and cubes. Recognition of transparent objects was also demonstrated by Ohtani and Baba [23].
They used an ultrasonic array and a neural network to differentiate between several different shaped
clear plastic bottles.
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An early example of a single sensor system for recognition of objects was conducted by Dror et al. [6].
They investigated the usefulness of a neural network to recognize two uniform shapes using data capture
information from several ultrasonic frequencies. Their process of data capture involved recording echoes
of these shapes over a wide range of angles and over several different frequencies using software
generated sonar pulses and a digital recorder. This research was later extended to a robot gripper [2]
which consisted of 1 ultrasonic transmitter and two ultrasonic receivers. To train the system about
objects, the gripper was positioned near an object to optimise acoustic reflection. This approach
achieved good recognition for objects that fitted inside the ultrasonic beam and could recognize objects
such as the different sides of a coin, ball bearings, machine washers and rubber o-rings.

Sobral et al. [24] also used a single TOF sensor to recognise several symmetrical objects such as cubes
and cylinders using a least squares method applied to a linear regression model. Their method proved
useful for objects that produced significantly different echo signatures. Similarly Cai and Regtien [25]
used a single transmitter flanked by two ultrasonic receivers to recognise the same type of shapes.

Streilein et al. [26] developed a system to identify common obstacles encountered by a navigating robot.
Their system used a Fuzzy Artmap and a neural network and was able to recognise a wall, chair,
cardboard box, trashcan and a plastic bottle of water at various distances using a single ultrasonic sensor.

The identification of natural 3d beacons such as planes, corners and edges for the purpose of mapping
has also been a prominent area of research in recognition. Some of the earliest and most well known
research in this area were conducted by Kuc and Kleeman et al. Barshan and Kuc [3] developed a
method of differentiating between 2d corners and planes using a pair of ultrasonic transducers. Hong and
Kleeman extended on this research to include the recognition of 3d corners and edges [27] and in later
work used this approach to map and localise a robot in realistic environments [5, 28-30].

Alternative approaches to recognising planes, corners and edges have also been proposed. For instance
Araujo and Grupen [31] developed a system to recognise these feature types using a probabilistic
approach, which they argued was more appropriate as the feature based method is more susceptible to
artefacts such as sensor cross-talk.
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Politis and Probert [32] also proposed a system which used a CTFM sensor as opposed to a traditional
TOF sensor to improve the resolution of feature detection. Other statistical methods have also been
investigated. In research by Ait et al. [33] they were able to identify planes, corners and edges using
features such as the differential frequency, length, amplitude and TOF characteristics of an ultrasonic
echo, using quadratic and linear discriminate analysis.

Finally Benet et al. [34] explored the relationship between the amplitudes in an ultrasonic signal and the
presence of walls or corners. This relationship is explored based on the notion that energy reflected from
a wall is usually more than that reflected from a corner, due to their geometric structure. A parameter
called the reflection coefficient is introduced and various walls and corners are tested with different
surface types to see if they can be effectively classified. The results are quite effective as a robot is able
to walk around the perimeter of a room with a variety of surfaces and objects using this approach. One
other thing to note about this research is that it doesn’t rely on ToF information like a lot of other
research involving differentiating between walls and corners has.

In more recent years researchers have focused on using ultrasonics to identify more geometrically
complex targets. For instance work has been done here at the University of Wollongong in identifying
plants. Early research involved the analysis of a few plants using a neural network and a CTFM
ultrasonic sensor [9]. Each plant was sampled in 3-degree increments for a full rotation. Three quarters
of this collected data was then used to train a neural network whilst the remaining data was used to test
the network. The approach taken was the back propagation algorithm. Later work into identifying 100
specimen plants taken from the Wollongong Botanical Gardens was investigated [8]. This approach
involved extracting features from an acoustic density profile model of plants [10]. The features extracted
from this profile were then correlated over 360 degrees to determine the symmetry of each plant type.
The results of this study showed that symmetrical plants can be effectively recognized as landmarks for
robot navigation.

Recognition of surfaces has also been a prominent area of research at the University. McKerrow et al.
[12] investigated the recognition of 12 different surfaces typical of robotic environments using a CTFM
ultrasonic sensor.
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Some of these surfaces included bitumen, carpet cross, carpet long, concrete path and concrete tiles. To
recognise these surfaces 11 features were identified from the ultrasonic signature of each surface. These
features were then normalized, and the Mahalanobis distance was used to test the classification of these
surfaces, with very good results. Similar work on surface recognition using CTFM has also been
conducted by Probert Smith and Zografos [35, 36].

McKerrow et al. has also been involved in the recognition of faces [11]. In their work the typical
acoustic signature of a face is used to test the recognition of 10 still faces, achieving classification results
larger than 99.73%. This work demonstrates that the recognition of faces using ultrasonics is often better
than the results produced by visual recognition systems.

In summary object recognition using ultrasonics has been a prominent area of research in robotics and
computer science for several decades, and has proved advantageous in situations where limited
computing power is available. It also remains quite a robust method for mapping, localization and
obstacle avoidance.

In this work we aim to extend on past research done here at the University, by investigating a method of
recognizing symmetrical objects which produce little echo information for feature extraction.
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5.

Recognition Theory

Recognition involves identifying a common set of features to discriminate between objects, which are
often values extracted from sensor data. For example in this research, features such as the width of peaks
are extracted from the echo PSD’s of the table and chair at various rotation and tilt angles.

Not all features extracted, however, are used in recognition. The aim is to find a minimal set that
maximizes the probability of identification.

In this research, features from the echoes of a table and chair, captured at various tilt angles are used in
two recognition tests. These are:

a. Recognising tilt angles of the two different objects
b. Recognising tilt angles of the same object

For each of these tasks the Mahalanobis Distance is used.

5.1

Mahalanobis Distance

The Mahalanobis distance is a tool sometimes used in recognition to measure the separation of two or
more clusters of data based on features extracted from that data. It is a useful way of measuring the
difference between data clusters as it takes into account the covariance between features. The
Mahalanobis distance can be formally described by the following equation:

where

and

vector and

represent mean feature vectors from each object,

represents the transposed feature

represents the inverse covariance matrix of the features.
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Before computing the Mahalanobis distance features need to be normalized so they are in a standard
measurement space. In this research we normalize by dividing each feature by its feature set’s standard
deviation. So if we have a feature set, x = (1, 4, 7) we divide each value by the standard deviation of x,
which is 3. So we end up with a normalised feature set, x = (0.33, 1.33, 2.33).
By normalising into σ units we also have a special situation where the inverse covariance matrix
becomes the identity matrix, and the Mahalanobis distance reduces to the Euclidian distance in vector
space. So the distance calculation can be simplified to:

This formular can then be rewritten to resemble Pythagoras. For instance given two feature vectors
containing normalised feature values:

,

The distance becomes:

As more features are added, for instance:
,

The distance equation changes accordingly:

The primary difference here is that measurements are in standard deviation units or σ units.
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5.2

Probability

When we sample data we assume the measurements fit a Gaussian Distribution. By normalizing data
into σ units it is easy to determine where a particular measurement fits in this distribution. If a feature
value is 1σ from the mean it is amongst 68.3% of all sample values. If it is 2σ it is within 95.4% of all
the sampled values and finally if it is within 3σ it is amongst 99.7% of all the values sampled.

Figure 7: Guassian Distribution

5.3

Plotting Feature Data

If we plot the data points of feature vectors for the two objects, or object instances we wish to compare,
we end up with two ellipsoids (Figure 8). As we normalise data by dividing by standard deviation we
have a unique situation in which these ellipsoids are circular.
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Figure 8: Data Ellipsoids

Assuming a Gaussian distribution, the mean is at the centre of each circle and the maximum width of the
circle in all directions is approximately 3σ. Therefore, if the measured difference between the means of
each circle is 6σ or greater we can assume that there is more than a 99.7% chance of differentiating
between the two objects using random sampling.

Although we can simply measure the distance between the mean of each cluster to obtain a measure of
separability, to account for any small variation we calculate the difference between all possible vector
pairs from each data set. This means the calculation(s) become:

where

is a single feature vector from the entire set of feature vectors in ellipse A,

feature vector from the entire set of feature vectors in ellipse B, and

is a single

is the Mahalanobis distance

between these vectors.

When we have calculated the Mahalanobis distance between every possible pair of feature vectors from
each data set, we can calculate as a percentage how many of the distances are greater than or equal to
6σ. If this percentage is large, we assume successful recognition.
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6.

Experiment Setup

In order to collect echoes from each object they were mounted on a multi access precision positioner,
with a K-sonar pointing toward it. The specifications of the positioner are documented in Table 1. The
K-Sonar was then connected to an Apple Mac via a USB to analog digital converter, whilst the stepper
motor was connected using a USB to serial converter (Figure 9). A Labview application was used to
rotate the positioner and capture echoes.

The sensor was positioned 1000mm from the centre of the table and chair at a height above ground of
500mm (Figure 10, Figure 11). Data was then captured in 1° increments at sensor tilt angles of -20°,
-10°, 0°, 10° and 20°. 64 time domain echoes were captured at each increment and saved to a binary
text file for further analysis. A typical setup for echo collection is illustrated in Figure 12.

Figure 9: Data Collection Setup

K- Sonar
Transmitter

Sweep
Generator

Reciever

Demodulator

Positioner

Positioner
Control

FFT

Apple Mac
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Figure 10: Chair Experiment Setup
Middle
of Chair Seat

Sensor

430mm

430mm

5

m
70

500mm

790mm

160mm

300mm

1000mm

m

520mm
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Figure 11: Table Experiment Setup

900mm
40mm
540mm

80mm
1000mm

500mm

740mm

120mm

480mm

70mm
480mm

Table 1: Positioner Specifications

AXIS

X

Y

Z

NET STROKE (total length
or circumference)

1600mm

500mm

360 degrees

RESOLUTION

1/787 cm/step

1/187 cm/step

1/50 ◦
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Figure 12: Typical Echo Capture– Chair, Positioner and K-Sonar
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7.

Echo Capture

In order to automatically capture echoes from the K-Sonar and move the positioner, custom software
was written in Labview. This software builds upon libraries previously developed for the analysis of
plants [8], surfaces [12] and faces [11] with new libraries written to control the positioner. The software
functions by capturing a user specified number of time domain echoes for each incremental movement
of the positioner. Increments were measured in centimetres or degrees depending on the axis.
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8.

Echo Pre-Processing

For every Time-Domain echo in a set of 64, we calculated a 512 bin Power Spectral Density (PSD). We
then averaged these to minimise any noise in the capture process. This left us with 360 average PSD’s
for each sample tilt angle giving us 5 x 360 PSD’s for each object. That is, one set for each of -20°, -10°,
0°, 10° and 20° tilt angles.

After processing these echoes we studied them further in software and applied additional noise filtering
where necessary.
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9.

Echo Analysis

In order to understand the relationship between echo features and object geometry a detailed sketch of
each object was constructed and several power spectral densities from a variety of tilt angles were
graphed. Using trigonometry various features from each PSD were then mapped to each object.

The results of this analysis revealed that each object only generated a small amount of echo information
and at most only a few peaks could be used for feature extraction.

9.1

Chair Echo Analysis

The following table shows echo PSD’s from the chair (Table 2). These were gathered from 0º, 45º and
90º at each of the 5 tilt angles -20º, -10º, 0º, 10º and 20º. In each example, the two peaks used for feature
extraction are highlighted.

Table 2: Power Spectral Density Samples of Chair
PSD of Chair 0° at 0° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 2

PSD of Chair 0° at 10° Tilt Angle
Peak 2
Peak 1

PSD of Chair 0° at 20° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

PSD of Chair 45° at 0° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 2

PSD of Chair 45° at 10° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 2

PSD of Chair 45° at 20° Tilt Angle

PSD of Chair 90° at 0° Tilt Angle
Peak 1
Peak 2

PSD of Chair 90° at 10° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 2

PSD of Chair 90° at 20° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 2
Peak 1

Peak 2

Peak 2
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PSD of Chair 0° at -10° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

PSD of Chair 45° at -10° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 2

PSD of Chair 0° at -20° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 2

PSD of Chair 45° at -20° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 2

PSD of Chair 90° at -10° Tilt Angle
Peak 1
Peak 2

PSD of Chair 90° at -20° Tilt Angle
Peak 1
Peak 2

Peak 2

Given the location of the sensor and the chair measurements (Figure 13) it is possible to estimate what
aspect of the chair’s geometry is represented by each of these peaks.

Figure 13: K-Sonar and Chair Setup Details
Middle
of Chair Seat

Sensor

430mm

430mm
0
57

500mm

790mm

160mm

300mm

1000mm

mm

520mm
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After analysis it is obvious that Peak 1 is a reflection from the chair edge whilst Peak 2 is a reflection
from the chair arms or chair back depending on the angle of rotation. This can be validated by referring
to the beam pattern of the K-Sonar and using Pythagoras Theorem.

For instance, given:

-

the height of the sensor is 70mm above the chair seat

-

the main lobe beam width is +-18º

and using knowledge of sensor location relative to the chair a each rotation angle, one can develop a
crude geometric model that estimates where the K-Sonar beam centre will strike each object and test this
information against the peaks in each PSD. An estimation of object geometry isonification by the main
lobe of the K-Sonar is illustrated in Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16.

Figure 14: Chair 0° Rotation

Chair
Back

Chair
Edge
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Figure 15: Chair 90° / 270° Rotation

Chair
Arm

Chair
Edge

Figure 16: Chair 180° Rotation

Chair
Back

Chair
Seat
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9.1.1 Chair –Peak 1 - Object to Echo Mapping

To check that the location of the chair edge corresponds with Peak 1 in the power spectral density of 0º,
90º and 180º, the distance of the chair edge and the height of the sensor above the chair can be used with
Pythagoras.

For instance the distance of the chair edge to the sensor when the sensor is facing the front or back of the
chair is approximately:
Distance = 1000 – 520/2 = 740mm

And the distance of the chair edge to the sensor when the sensor is facing the left or right side of the
chair is approximately:
Distance = 1000 – 570/2 = 715mm

Also 3.56mm represents a single PSD bin.

Using Pythagoras this gives:

740mm

715mm
θ

70mm

70mm

x

Bin = 743/3.56

θ

209

x

Bin = 718/3.56

202
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So when the sensor is facing the middle of the chair front or back the distance to the chair edge is
approximately 743mm which corresponds to an approximate bin position of 209 in the PSD window. In
this case the angle of declination from the horizontal to the chair edge is

. Similarly when the sensor

is facing the middle of the chair on the left or right side, the distance to the chair edge is approximately
718mm or bin 202 at a 5.6 angle of declination from the horizontal.

At different rotation angles these measurements will vary by a small margin. Therefore as the chair
rotates the distance to the chair edge should vary within a small window around bin 200. If one looks at
the sample PSD graphs in Table 2 one can see that Peak 1 indeed corresponds to the location of the chair
edge.

9.1.2 Chair –Peak 2 - Object to Echo Mapping

If one analyses the position of the chair back and chair arms using geometry, it can be seen that at
certain rotation angles Peak 2 will represent the chair back whilst at certain rotation angles Peak 2 will
represent the chair arms.

For example, given the distance to the chair back is when the sensor is facing the middle of the chair at a
tilt angle of 0º is:

Distance = 1000 + 520/2 = 1260mm
Bin Value = 1260/3.56 ≈ 354

And when the sensor is facing the middle of the left or right side of the chair, the distance to the chair
arm is:

Distance = 1000 + 570/2 = 1285mm

And the height of the chair arm above the sensor is:
Height = 160 – 70 = 90mm
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Using Pythagoras:

Bin = 1288/3.56

x

90mm

358

θ
1285mm

Given the results of these calculations it is clear that the location of Peak 2 corresponds to the location of
the chair back or chair arms at bin values close to 350. We can check this by referring back to the
example PSD’s in Table 2.

9.2

Table Echo Analysis

In this following section sample PSD’s are also illustrated for various tilt angles of the table. Again each
peak that was used for feature extraction is illustrated.

Table 3: Power Spectral Density Samples of the Table
PSD of Table 0° at 0° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 2

PSD of Table 0° at 45° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

PSD of Table 0° at 90° Tilt Angle
Peak 1
Peak 2

Peak 2

PSD of Table 10° at 0° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

PSD of Table 10° at 45° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 2

PSD of Table 10° at 90° Tilt Angle
Peak 1
Peak 2
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PSD of Table 20° at 0° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

PSD of Table 20° at 45° Tilt Angle

PSD of Table 20° at 90° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 1
Peak 2

PSD of Table -10° at 0° Tilt Angle

Peak 1

PSD of Table -10° at 45° Tilt Angle

PSD of Table -20° at 45° Tilt Angle

Peak 1

Peak 1

PSD of Table -10° at 90° Tilt Angle
Peak 1

Peak 1

PSD of Table -20° at 0° Tilt Angle

Peak 2

Peak 2

PSD of Table -20° at 90° Tilt Angle

Peak 2

Peak 2

Peak 1

For estimation purposes the following diagram of the Table is used (Figure 17).
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Figure 17: K-Sonar and Table Setup Details

900mm
40mm
540mm

80mm
1000mm

500mm

740mm

120mm

480mm

70mm
480mm

Given the distance and location of the sensor, Peak 1 is most likely a reflection of the table support leg,
whilst Peak 2 is a reflection from some part of the table beam support, directly behind the chair leg.
Figure 18 shows an illustration of these expected reflection points.
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Figure 18: Sensor Facing Table at 0˚ Tilt

Peak 2

Peak 1

9.2.1 Table –Peak 1 – Object to Echo Mapping

To investigate if the location of Peak 1 matches the projection given in Figure 18, one needs to calculate
the horizontal distance of the sensor to the table leg and convert it to mm/bin. This is because the
distance to the table leg should remain constant during rotation. In this case the distance is 1000mm.
When this is divided by 3.56 it equates to a bin value of 281. Comparing this value to the PSD certifies
that this is what is represented by Peak 1 in each sample Table PSD.

9.2.2 Table –Peak 2 – Object to Echo Mapping

The location of Peak 2 varies somewhat depending on the tilt angle of the sensor. This may be caused by
the sensor shifting from isonifying part of the upper support beam to isonifying the table feet. To
investigate, the distance of the sensor to the upper support beam immediately behind the chair leg, and
the height of the support arm above the sensor were measured. These variables were then used with
trigonometry.
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The distance of the sensor to the upper support beam was approximately:
Distance = 1000 + 450 – 180 = 1270mm

And the height of the support arm above the sensor was approximately:
Height = 740 – 500 – 80 – 40 = 120mm

Using Pythagoras:

120mm

Bin = 1276/3.56

x

358

θ
1270mm

Referring back to the PSD samples one can identify Peak 2 at approximately this location when the
sensor is tilted between 0° and 20°. As the sensor is tilted downward and the table arm support is no
longer in the field of the sensor there is no longer a peak. At -20° tilt, however, Peak 2 reappears. This is
probably related to the sensor isonifying the table feet, as illustrated in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Sensor Facing Table at -20˚ Tilt

Peak 1

Peak 2

Using the geometry of the table it is possible to verify that Peak 2 does indeed represent the table leg
jutting outward at lower tilt angles. For instance given the distance between the edge of the chair foot
and the edge of the table is:
Distance = (900 – 480) / 2 = 210mm

And the line of sight distance from the sensor to the chair foot is:
Distance = 1000 – 450 + 210 = 760mm

Using Pythagoras:
760mm
θ

Bin = 910/3.56

256

500mm
x

Using the results of this calculation, and by referring back to the PSD samples from -20 tilt of the table,
it is clear Peak 2 corresponds with the location of the chair foot at -20° tilt.
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9.2.3 Conclusions

Using sample echo PSD’s from the table and chair it was possible to estimate what different peaks
represent in terms of each objects geometry. For this research only two peaks from each object were
examined due to the difficulty in isolating overlapping peaks.

From the analysis, the findings for the chair were that Peak 1 represented the chair edge whilst Peak 2
represented the back of the chair or chair arms depending on the angle of rotation. For the table Peak 1
always appeared to represent the table leg, whilst Peak 2 seemed to represent either the table support
arm or table feet depending on the sensor tilt angle.

This information was useful when analyzing the results of the Mahalanobis distance. It helped explain in
geometric terms how different features contributed to object recognition.
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10. Feature Extraction
From each Power Spectral Density several features were extracted. These features were characterized as
either range dependent or range independent and are outlined in Table 4. Range dependent features are
sensitive to the position of the sensor from the object, whilst range independent features are not. By
using distance calibration, range dependent values can be scaled to a common range making them as
equally useful as range independent features.

Table 4: Features Used for Recognition
Range dependent features

Range independent features

Peak position

Distance between adjacent peaks

Peak amplitude

The ratio of peak amplitude to peak width

Peak width

The ratio of peak position to range

Peak amplitude * peak width

The ratio of peak width to range

Echo Energy

The ratio of peak amplitude to range

Peak Energy

The ratio of echo energy to range
The ratio of peak energy to range

The process of feature extraction involved windowing two consistent, recurring peaks in a set of 360
echo PSDs. Only two peaks were used as this was the maximum number of recurring peaks in the echo
data for both objects which did not overlap. In Figure 20 this windowing process is illustrated. The
arrows show how a peak can move within the window boundaries over the entire data set.
Figure 20: Peak Windowing

Peak 1
Window

Peak 2
Window
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Within these window regions each peak’s maximum value, peak width, amplitude and peak energy were
calculated. The total energy of each echo PSD, and the range were also computed. This information is
then used to calculate the remaining feature data.

10.1 Feature to Echo Mapping
CTFM features extracted from an object’s echo PSD directly relate to its geometry[10]. For instance the
position of peaks represent the location of various object reflectors. The amplitude of peaks indicate
something about the size of an object, its specularity and orientation from the sensor. Total PSD energy
represents how much of the signal is reflected back and the roughness of peaks is an indicator of the
surface roughness of the object, or object reflector. These details are covered more extensively by
McKerrow et. al in their discussion of the acoustic density profile[10].

To illustrate, consider the following sample echo PSD taken from the chair at 0° tilt and 0° rotation
(Figure 21). For each PSD there are 512 bins representing the entire signal. Each bin represents a
frequency of 10Hz, with 3.56mm per bin.
Therefore the position of Peak 1 would be calculated as 200 x 3.56mm which equates to 712mm from
the sensor. Taking into account the angle of beam projection this value represents the location of the
chair edge. Similarly Peak 2 represents the location of the chair back.

The difference in amplitude is correct while the chair edge has a smaller reflecting area than the chair
back. Both the chair back and edge are made of cloth.

Figure 21: Echo PSD of the Chair, 0° Tilt, 0° Rotation
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Clearly then the process of identifying features for recognition does not merely provide detail about the
behaviour of the echo waveform, but also information about how object geometry changes with tilt
angle and rotation.
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11. Feature Normalisation
In order to compare features they were normalised. This was achieved by dividing each feature by its
feature groups standard deviation. This method of normalization was deemed most appropriate as it
simplifies the Mahalanobis calculation. The Mahalanobis distance is explained in more detail in section
5.1.

To elaborate suppose there was an array containing 360 values of Position Peak 1. If the standard
deviation of the entire set was 3.05 and the value of Position Peak 1 for echo PSD 1 was 7.19, then it’s
normalized value would be 7.19/3.05 = 2.36. Therefore before proceeding with recognition the
normalized feature values for all 5x360 echo PSDs for each object were calculated. These features were
then saved to a file for further processing.
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12. Feature Selection
Given the sheer number of features, a method of ordering features according to their estimated
usefulness was utilised. This involved:


Calculating all the single dimension Mahalanobis distances, using the two object data clusters.
Single dimension refers to a feature vector containing one feature value. For example v = [x].



Calculating the average of these distances for each tilt angle.



Calculating the minimum average distance.



Calculating the percentage of average distances greater than 1σ



Sorting features according to these values

This approach was deemed appropriate because one assumes that a large distance between features in
one dimension will contribute to larger distances in a multidimensional Mahalanobis calculation.
Therefore by calculating the minimum average distance it gave a good indicator of feature usefulness.
Similarly the percentage of average distances greater than 1σ was another useful guide. In the following
sections several examples are provided to illustrate this process.

12.1 Example 1: Calculating single dimension Mahalanobis distances

For this example the normalised feature data from the chair and table, both collected at tilt angle 20º, is
used. A two dimensional array is then constructed containing only the feature data of Position Peak 1
(Table 5).

Table 5: Feature Arrays - Position Peak 1 from Normalised data of the Table at 20 ˚ Tilt and the Chair at 20˚ Tilt

26.605 26.872 26.396 26.529 26.401 26.181 26.052 25.905 …
79.977 79.965 79.977 78.926 78.871 78.868 78.846 78.745 …
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Using these two feature arrays the distance between every possible feature value is calculated . Where
feature arrays are the same (in the case of comparing the same angles of the same object), duplicate
distances and zero distances are removed. The results of this calculation end up resembling a table
similar to the one below (Table 6).

Table 6: Distances - All Mahalanobis distances between the two feature arrays

53.372 53.105 53.581 53.448 53.576 53.796 53.925 54.072 …
53.36 53.093 53.569 53.436 53.564 53.784 53.913 54.06 …
53.372 53.105 53.581 53.448 53.576 53.796 53.925 54.072 …
52.321 52.054 52.53 52.397 52.525 52.745 52.874 53.021 …
52.819 52.966 …
52.263 51.996 52.472 52.339 52.467 52.687 52.816 52.963 …
52.241 51.974 52.45 52.317 52.445 52.665 52.794 52.941 …
52.14 51.873 52.349 52.216 52.344 52.564 52.693 52.84 …
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
52.266 51.999 52.475 52.342

52.47

52.69

12.2 Example 2: Calculating Average Distances Over Several Tilt Angles

Once a table of single dimension Mahalanobis distances is constructed for each feature, it is averaged.
Using the set of distances illustrated in Table 6 as an example, the average distance will be 54.9.

This process is repeated for each feature, for each angle being compared. In the case of comparing all tilt
angles of the table and all tilt angles of the chair a spreadsheet is then constructed. This spreadsheet
shows the average Mahalanobis distance for a given feature between tilt angles of the two objects. The
following example shows the average Mahalanobis distance between all tilt angles of the chair and table
for Position Peak 1.
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Table 7: Chair vs. Table - Position Peak 1 Mean Distances

Table-10
Chair-10
Chair-20
Chair0
Chair10
Chair20

Table-20
46.15
44.09
51.79
48.36
46.18

Table0
45.24
43.18
50.89
47.45
45.27

Table10
43.30
41.25
48.95
45.52
43.34

Table20
54.21
52.15
59.85
56.42
54.24

54.84
52.78
60.49
57.06
54.87

12.3 Example 3: Calculating the Minimum Average Distance and Average Distances
Greater than 1σ

When a table of average distances has been calculated for a feature, one can calculate a minimum value
and an average value. Using Table 7 as an example the minimum value is 41.25 and the percentage of
values larger than 1α is 100%. If this process of calculating the average and minimum is completed for
each feature, one can construct two tables of sorted feature values like those illustrated in Table 8. These
can then be used as a reference when picking features for the Mahalanobis calculation.

Table 8: Sorted Features - Chair vs. Table

Minimum Distance
Position Peak 1
Position Peak 2/Range
Position Peak 2
Echo Energy
Echo Energy/Range
Width Peak 2
Width Peak 2/Range
Distance Peak 1 - Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 2/ Range
Width Peak 1/Range
Width Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 1/ Range
Amplitude Peak 1*Width Peak 1
Amplitude/Width Peak 2
Amplitude/Width Peak 1

41.24775
12.20438
5.047319
1.08192
1.071817
1.055412
1.04633
1.03753
1.001539
0.995627
0.989585
0.979021
0.943106
0.939841
0.904793
0.886033
0.85174

Greater than 1 Standard Deviation
Position Peak 1
Position Peak 2
Position Peak 2/Range
Width Peak 2/Range
Echo Energy/Range
Echo Energy
Amplitude Peak 2
Width Peak 2
Distance Peak 1 - Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 2/ Range
Width Peak 1/Range
Width Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 1/ Range
Amplitude Peak 1
Amplitude/Width Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 1*Width Peak 1
Amplitude/Width Peak 2

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
96
92
92
84
84
84
80
76
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Amplitude Peak 2*Width Peak 2
Peak Energy Peak 1
Peak Energy Peak 2
Peak Energy / Range Peak 1
Peak Energy / Range Peak 2

0.762199
0
0
0
0

Amplitude Peak 2*Width Peak 2
Peak Energy Peak 1
Peak Energy Peak 2
Peak Energy / Range Peak 1
Peak Energy / Range Peak 2

40
0
0
0
0

12.4 Colour Coding the Mahalanobis Distance

Another method of evaluating the usefulness of features was to colour code the resulting array of
Mahalanobis distances for the data clusters that were compared. These images were useful as they
showed the percentage of distances within a certain range. For example by setting Mahalanobis
distances that are:


< 1 to white



between 1 and 2 to yellow



between 2 and 4 to red



between 4 and 6 to blue



> 6 to black

distances could be represented similar to the image in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Chair 10˚ vs. Table -10˚ - Colour Coded Mahalanobis Distances using Echo Energy / Range
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From the sample image it is clear that the majority of distances for the two data clusters being compared
are within the range 2 - 4 , using a feature set containing Echo Energy/Range.
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13. Results and Discussion
As previously discussed, this research is a continuation of McKerrow’s work in recognizing objects
using frequency modulated sonar, or CTFM. In this research project, however, the goal is to recognise
indoor objects which, by their nature, produce less echo information for feature extraction. This differs
from McKerrow’s research which focused on recognizing objects which were feature rich. For example
plants and surfaces [8-10, 12].

To conduct this research echoes were initially captured from each object using a positioner and a KSonar. The positioner was used to rotate each object 360º, stopping in 1º increments and saving 64
sample echoes at each increment. This process was repeated over sensor tilt angles of -20º, -10º, 0º, 10º
and 20º. After this initial stage of data capture two recognition scenarios were tested:


Recognising tilt angles of the two different objects



Recognising tilt angles of the same object

The process of recognising tilt angles of the chair and table involved extracting a common set of features
from their echoes and measuring the difference between their values. A significant difference indicated a
good separation of the two tilt angles, meaning there was a high probability of recognising them. If all
tilt angles of the table and chair could be distinguished it meant there was a high probability of
identifying each object using random sampling.

Similarly, if there was a significant difference between the echoes of two tilt angles from the same
object it indicated asymmetry in these locations.

In both these recognition tasks the aim was to select a minimum set of features which optimized the
results. To expedite this process features were sorted according to minimum distance and standard
deviation.
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In the following sections the recognition results for these tasks are presented. Each set of results show:

-

features sorted according to minimum distance and standard deviation

-

the level of object recognition achieved using a specified feature set

-

a discussion of the results obtained

As a reference Table 9 and Table 10 lists range dependent and range independent features.

Table 9: Range Dependent Features

Position Peak 1
Position Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 2
Width Peak 1
Width Peak 2

Amplitude Peak 1*Width Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 2*Width Peak 2
Echo Energy
Peak Energy Peak 1
Peak Energy Peak 2

Table 10: Range Independent Features

Distance Peak 1 - Peak 2
Amplitude/Width Peak 1
Amplitude/Width Peak 2
Position Peak 2/Range
Amplitude Peak 1/ Range
Amplitude Peak 2/ Range

Width Peak 1/Range
Width Peak 2/Range
Echo Energy/Range
Peak Energy / Range Peak 1
Peak Energy / Range Peak 2

13.1 Recognising the Table and Chair

In this section the results of comparing echo data from tilt angles of the chair and table are presented.
Section 13.1.1 lists features sorted according to minimum average distance and the percentage of
distances greater than 1σ. Section 13.1.2 then presents the recognition results.
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13.1.1 Sorted Features

Table 11: Features Sorted in Descending Order for Comparing Tilt Angles of the Table to Tilt Angles of the Chair

Minimum Distance
Position Peak 1
Position Peak 2/Range
Position Peak 2
Distance Peak 1 - Peak 2
Echo Energy
Width Peak 2
Echo Energy/Range
Width Peak 2/Range
Width Peak 1/Range
Width Peak 1
Amplitude/Width Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 1/ Range
Amplitude Peak 2/ Range
Amplitude Peak 1*Width Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 2
Amplitude/Width Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 2*Width Peak 2
Peak Energy Peak 1
Peak Energy Peak 2
Peak Energy / Range Peak 1
Peak Energy / Range Peak 2

.
41.27219
11.11864
2.616848
1.067534
1.055764
1.051317
1.046643
1.043103
0.995941
0.985234
0.960866
0.936445
0.933234
0.911906
0.900974
0.900168
0.851236
0.777813
0
0
0
0

Greater than 1 Standard Deviation
Position Peak 1
Position Peak 2
Position Peak 2/Range
Width Peak 2/Range
Echo Energy/Range
Echo Energy
Width Peak 2
Distance Peak 1 - Peak 2
Width Peak 1/Range
Width Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 1/ Range
Amplitude Peak 2/ Range
Amplitude Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 2
Amplitude/Width Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 1*Width Peak 1
Amplitude/Width Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 2*Width Peak 2
Peak Energy Peak 1
Peak Energy Peak 2
Peak Energy / Range Peak 1
Peak Energy / Range Peak 2

%
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
92
92
84
84
84
84
84
80
72
36
0
0
0
0

13.1.2 Recognition

Using a feature vector containing just Position Peak 1 or Position Peak 2/Range it was possible to
achieve 100% recognition when comparing all tilt angles of the table and chair. These results are better
than expected and it is estimated that they stem from the geometry of the curved chair edge and square
table leg, which is represented by these features. These results also demonstrate that is possible to
recognise each object successfully using a small set of either range dependent or independent features.
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Table 12: Classification of the Table and Chair Using Position Peak 1

Table -10TA Table -20TA Table 0TA Table 10TA Table 20TA
Chair -10TA

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Chair -20TA

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Chair 0TA

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Chair 10TA

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Chair 20TA

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Table 13: Classification of the Table and Chair Using Position Peak 2/Range

Table -10TA Table -20TA Table 0TA Table 10TA Table 20TA
Chair -10TA

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Chair -20TA

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Chair 0TA

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Chair 10TA

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Chair 20TA

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

13.2 Recognising Individual Object Tilt Angles

In this section echo data from different tilt angles of the same object are compared. Section 13.2.1
documents the sorted features and results for comparing different tilt angles of the chair whilst section
13.2.2 documents sorted features and the results of comparing different tilt angles of the table.
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13.2.1 The Chair

Sorted Features

Table 14: Features Sorted in Descending Order for Comparing Tilt Angles of the Chair

Minimum Distance
Position Peak 2/Range
Position Peak 1
Distance Peak 1 - Peak 2
Width Peak 2/Range
Width Peak 2
Position Peak 2
Width Peak 1/Range
Width Peak 1
Echo Energy/Range
Echo Energy
Amplitude Peak 1/ Range
Amplitude Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 1*Width Peak 1
Amplitude/Width Peak 1
Amplitude/Width Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 2/ Range
Amplitude Peak 2*Width Peak 2
Peak Energy Peak 1
Peak Energy Peak 2
Peak Energy / Range Peak 1
Peak Energy / Range Peak 2

σ
1.11334
1.099868
1.047118
0.992234
0.979084
0.913656
0.875365
0.872476
0.858742
0.843784
0.787877
0.778612
0.601803
0.581326
0.430252
0.379956
0.376337
0.217795
0
0
0
0

Greater than 1 Standard Deviation
Position Peak 1
Position Peak 2/Range
Distance Peak 1 - Peak 2
Position Peak 2
Width Peak 1/Range
Width Peak 2/Range
Width Peak 1
Width Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 2/ Range
Amplitude Peak 2
Amplitude/Width Peak 1
Amplitude/Width Peak 2
Echo Energy/Range
Echo Energy
Amplitude Peak 1/ Range
Amplitude Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 2*Width Peak 2
Peak Energy Peak 1
Peak Energy Peak 2
Peak Energy / Range Peak 1
Peak Energy / Range Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 1*Width Peak 1

%
100
100
100
96
96
96
96
96
60
60
52
32
16
16
8
8
0
0
0
0
0
0

Recognition

When comparing tilt angles of the chair using all features, marginally good, or very good recognition
results were obtained between all tilt angles except -10° and -20° tilt (Table 17). The results for -10° and
-20° suggest that either the geometry of the chair at -10° and -20° is quite similar, or the differences in
geometry at these two tilt angles could not be accounted for by any of the features used in this research.
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However when only range independent (Table 15) or range dependent features (Table 16) were used, the
results were quite poor. Also comparing echoes from the same angle produced unsatisfactory results in
all cases. This was to be expected given that data was sampled in 1° increments, so many echoes were
similar.

Table 15: Classification of Chair Tilt Angles Using Range Independent Features

Chair-10

Chair-20

Chair0

Chair10

Chair20

Chair-10

17.29%

27.57%

25.97%

20.07%

90.97%

Chair-20

27.57%

19.04%

58.95%

47.46%

99.25%

Chair0

25.97%

58.95%

16.31%

13.37%

57.78%

Chair10

20.07%

47.46%

13.37%

7.86%

66.63%

Chair20

90.97%

99.25%

57.78%

66.63%

16.93%

Table 16: Classification of Chair Tilt Angles Using Range Dependent Features

Chair-10

Chair-20

Chair0

Chair10

Chair20

Chair-10

16.33%

29.27%

55.13%

51.01%

100.00%

Chair-20

29.27%

19.46%

98.63%

98.96%

100.00%

Chair0

55.13%

98.63%

12.86%

57.98%

100.00%

Chair10

51.01%

98.96%

57.98%

10.67%

100.00%

Chair20

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

18.02%
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Table 17: Classification of Chair Tilt Angles Using All Features

Chair-10

Chair-20

Chair0

Chair10

Chair20

Chair-10

38.94%

61.74%

93.66%

76.04%

100.00%

Chair-20

61.74%

41.14%

99.98%

99.33%

100.00%

Chair0

93.66%

99.98%

30.24%

77.78%

100.00%

Chair10

76.04%

99.33%

77.78%

34.63%

100.00%

Chair20

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

38.22%

13.2.2 The Table

Sorted Features
Table 18: Features Sorted in Descending Order for Comparing Tilt Angles of the Table

Minimum Distance
Position Peak 1
Width Peak 2/Range
Width Peak 2
Echo Energy
Position Peak 2
Echo Energy/Range
Amplitude/Width Peak 2
Distance Peak 1 - Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 1/ Range
Amplitude Peak 1
Position Peak 2/Range
Amplitude Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 2/ Range
Amplitude/Width Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 1*Width Peak 1
Amplitude Peak 2*Width Peak 2
Width Peak 1/Range
Width Peak 1
Peak Energy Peak 1
Peak Energy Peak 2
Peak Energy / Range Peak 1
Peak Energy / Range Peak 2

σ
1.100853
1.065764
1.063394
1.043622
1.043585
1.042721
0.970366
0.949607
0.943175
0.94294
0.929256
0.92064
0.918917
0.889614
0.881301
0.813864
0.74066
0.733141
0
0
0
0

Greater than 1 Standard Deviation
Position Peak 1
Position Peak 2
Width Peak 2/Range
Echo Energy/Range
Echo Energy
Width Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 1/ Range
Width Peak 1/Range
Amplitude Peak 1
Width Peak 1
Position Peak 2/Range
Distance Peak 1 - Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 1*Width Peak 1
Amplitude/Width Peak 1
Amplitude/Width Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 2/ Range
Amplitude Peak 2
Amplitude Peak 2*Width Peak 2
Peak Energy Peak 1
Peak Energy Peak 2
Peak Energy / Range Peak 1
Peak Energy / Range Peak 2

%
100
100
100
100
100
100
96
96
96
96
92
92
92
88
88
80
80
32
0
0
0
0
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Recognition

Using just Position Peak 1 and Position Peak 2 it was possible to differentiate between tilt angles of the
table with almost 100% accuracy except between echoes from tilt angle 10° and 20°. Position Peak 1
represents the table leg, whilst Position Peak 2 represents the horizontal table top support beam for the
majority of the echoes captured.

If all range dependent features were used it only slightly improved the results. For instance comparing
the tilt angle of the table at 10° with the tilt angle of the table at -10° improved recognition marginally
from 91.90% to 98.42%. Using all range dependent features the recognition between tilt angle 20° and
tilt angle 10° was still poor. Perhaps a reason for this result was due to the table symmetry at these two
angles. When the sensor is pointed at 0° the main focus is on the table leg. At -10° it is the table leg and
chair feet, and at -20° it is primarily the table feet. However at 10° and 20° the table leg and support
beam remain in the principle area of isonification.

Overall these results suggest that the range dependent features Position Peak 1 and Position Peak 2 play
a dramatic role in the outcome of recognition when comparing tilt angles of the table.

Table 19: Classification of Table Tilt Angles Using Position Peak 1 and Position Peak 2

Table-10

Table-20

Table0

Table10

Table20

Table-10

0%

100%

91.90%

99.76%

98.66%

Table-20

100%

0%

100%

100%

100%

Table0

91.90%

100%

0%

100%

100%

Table10

99.76%

100%

100%

0.019%

6.22%

Table20

98.68%

100%

100%

6.22%

0%
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Table 20: Classification of Table Tilt Angles Using All Range Dependent Features

Table-10

Table-20

Table0

Table10

Table20

Table-10

14.24%

100%

98.42%

98.42%

99.89%

Table-20

100%

18.03%

100%

100%

100%

Table0

98.42%

100%

14.75%

100%

100%

Table10

99.97%

100%

100%

17.55%

33.55%

Table20

99.89%

100%

100%

33.55%

14.96%

Table 21: Classification of Table Tilt Angles Using All Range Independent Features

Table-10

Table-20

Table0

Table10

Table20

Table-10

15.678%

100%

99.20%

100%

76.02%

Table-20

100%

18.21%

100%

100%

100%

Table0

99.21%

100%

16.3%

28.72%

51.82%

Table10

100%

100%

28.72%

17.92%

49.27%

Table20

76.02%

100%

51.82%

49.27%

15.90%

Table 22: Classification of Table Tilt Angles Using All Features

Table-10

Table-20

Table0

Table10

Table20

Table-10

52.78%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Table-20

100%

42.82%

100%

100%

100%

Table0

100%

100%

52.08%

100%

100%

Table10

100%

100%

100%

42.55%

89.43%

Table20

100%

100%

100%

89.43%

43.9%
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13.3 Recognising Individual Echoes From a Single Tilt Angle

Comparing the 360 echoes taken from one tilt angle produced very poor separation. This was expected
given the data was collected in 1° increments. The results of pan angle comparison are illustrated in the
diagonal of the tilt angle results tables. For instance in Table 17 52.78% of all 360 echoes captured at
-10° tilt from the chair can be successfully classified using all feature values.
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14. Conclusion
The ultrasonic echo from an object provides detail about its geometry at the point of reflection. If we use
a CTFM sensor we can extract features related to this geometry from an object echo’s power spectral
density. The primary features we can extract are the location of peaks in the signal, their width, height
and energy. We can then develop other features using this primary feature set.

If we are interested in whether there is sufficient information in the echoes of two objects that allows us
to recognise them, we can extract features from their echoes and measure their difference. If the
difference is significant, we can say there is a high probability of identifying each object using random
sampling. In this research we use the Mahalanobis distance to measure this difference.

The results of this research indicate that it is possible to recognize simple geometry objects like a table
and chair, which produce little information in their echoes. They also demonstrate that it is possible to
differentiate between varying tilt angles of the table or chair, although it generally requires a much
larger feature set. This is probably related to the symmetry of each object at various tilt angles.

Not only does this experiment demonstrate a novel method of recognising objects using ultrasonic
sensing but it also gives us insight into how a blind person may interpret signals from a CTFM mobility
aid. As mentioned earlier a blind man named Fred Gissoni demonstrated amazing dexterity and object
recognition abilities using a CTFM mobility aid, akin to the keen sense of navigation and recognition
demonstrated by bats. In a paper written by Gissoni he mentions how he was able to thread his way
through a restaurant and find an empty seat at a table using only an acoustic sensor [1]. He also mentions
what sound qualities he listened for in order to make a navigation decision. The pitch of the signal is
used as a measure of distance. The volume of the signal is used as a measure of object dimension.
Finally signal quality is used to measure the roughness of an object surface.

In acoustic theory the pitch of a signal is directly related to the location of peaks in the PSD. Similarly
volume is related to peak amplitude and width, whilst signal quality is related to the smoothness or
roughness of the peaks in the PSD.
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In this research recognition success is largely dependent on peak location. Perhaps this means that blind
people largely depend on changes in signal pitch when using CTFM mobility aids and use other signal
elements to fill in the detail of what they are sensing.
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15. Future Research
A potential area for future research is in peak matching. Extracting peaks from the echo data of an object
can be a complex task. From one echo to the next, peaks can move, overlap, split or vanish. In this
research windowing peaks was effective because they only shifted over a small region. This is because
each object was rotated in a stationary position. However if echoes were captured from a moving object,
peak matching would become more complex. Peaks may shift into other peak regions, or disappear from
the echo completely. With further research into peak matching, however, these challenges could be
addressed.
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16. Software Architecture
16.1 Positioner Software

The positioner software was used to automatically rotate and capture echoes from each object at each
sensor tilt angle. The system required the user to specify the:


axis to move



increment size



acceleration



speed



number of increments to move



start position



noise threshold



window threshold



number of echo samples per increment

These parameters were then used to control the positioner and save echoes.

The echo capture routine is based on software libraries written for the analysis of plants, surface
roughness and human faces [8-12]. It continuously reads incoming echoes from an ultrasonic device for
a user specified number of increments. Each of these echoes is read in as a 1024 sample Time-Domain
echo, sampled at 12KHz. In this research 64 echoes are captured and saved to a binary file at each
increment.

The positioner control component of this software sends a string of command characters, based on user
input, via a serial port to the positioner. The positioner will then respond with either an error or ok
message, and if the latter will perform the user specified task.
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The program outputs the string sent to the serial port, and the response from the positioner for error
checking purposes. The string of characters sent is based on the original instruction manual supplied
with the system. The basic operation of the automatic data capture software is summarised in Figure 23
and Figure 24.

Figure 23: Data Capture Software

Save

Capture
Parameters

Move
Positioner

Capture

Pause

Figure 24: Echo Capture

Echo Description
- Date and Time
- Data Size
- Sample Regularity
- Total Echoes Captured
- mm/bin calibration
- threshold settings

Save to
Binary File

Time Domain
Echo
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16.2 Echo pre-processing software

Echo pre-processing involved taking each set of 64 echoes for each 1º increment, calculating their
Power Spectral Densities and then calculating an average Power Spectral Density. The purpose of this
was to minimise any noise that may have been present during the capture process. Processing echo data
in this way gave 360 average PSD’s for each sample tilt angle or 5 x 360 PSD’s for each object to
extract features from. That is, one set for each of -20°, -10°, 0°, 10° and 20° tilt angles.

16.3 Feature Extraction Software
After generating a set of PSD’s the user is able to view them as a graph in order to understand where
optimal peak regions are. They can also adjust the noise and window threshold settings to improve
signal clarity (Figure 25).

Figure 25: Screenshot - PSD Preview by Angle, PSD Image Export and Peak Window Calibration

When the user is confident with the location of peak data, they can set the peak window regions using
the cursor tool. To assist the user in identifying these regions they are able to graph the mean, maximum
and minimum peak energy over the entire set (Figure 26).
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Figure 26: Screenshot - Max, Mean, Min PSD Energy

Once the peak windows are established the user can perform the feature extraction process which
tabulates the feature arrays for each echo into an array for the user to inspect (Figure 27). When
complete the user then has the option of saving the output of the feature extraction process to a tab
delimited text file for later analysis.

Figure 27: Screenshot - Feature Extraction Data

For an overview of the entire echo pre-processing and feature extraction software refer to Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Echo Pre-processing and Feature Extraction Software Architecture
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16.4 Feature Sorting Software

As previously mentioned the process of ordering features according to their estimated usefulness
involved:


Calculating all the single dimension Mahalanobis distances, using the two object data clusters.
Single dimension refers to a feature vector containing one feature value. For example v = [x].



Calculating the average of these distances for each tilt angle.



Calculating the minimum average distance.



Calculating the percentage of average distances greater than 1σ



Sorting features according to these values

Calculating all single dimension Mahalanobis distances, and their average is an additional feature of the
results software. A screenshot is provided in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Screenshot -Mean Mahalanobis Distances

Using a separate piece of software the user can calculate the minimum average distance or the
percentage of average distances larger than 1σ for the dataset. This information may then be saved to a
spreadsheet and sorted. An example of this process is illustrated in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Screenshot - Feature Sorting Software
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16.5 Feature Graphing Software

To obtain a better understanding of feature behaviour over each set of 360 echoes, software was
developed that could either graph the same feature for all tilt angles (Figure 31) or graph each different
feature for one tilt angle (Figure 32).

Figure 31: All Features Graphed for One Tilt Angle
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Figure 32: The Same Feature Graphed for All Tilt Angles

16.6 Results and Analysis Software

The results and analysis software was used to calculate the percentage of Mahalanobis distances larger
than a specified value in order to measure recognition quality. Other functions that could be used for
further analysis included:

-

Maximum distance

-

Mean distance

-

Minimum distance

-

Percentage of distances > Mean

-

Total Disances

-

Calculation of all one dimensional Mahalanobis distances for two data sets

All of these statistics could be saved to a spreadsheet for later analysis. An illustration of this software
functionality is given in Figure 33 and Figure 34. A software schematic is also provided in Figure 35.
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Figure 33: Screenshot - Results and Analysis Software Screen 1

Figure 34: Screenshot - Results and Analysis Software Screen 2
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Figure 35: Feature Analysis Software Architecture
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17. Software Testing
A perception project like this one relies very heavily on having correct software as well as accurate
measurement. To check the correctness of the software to both capture and analyse the echoes, we
developed a series of tests.

17.1 Echo Capture Testing

To ensure that echoes were appropriately represented in software we tested capturing sample echoes
from a cardboard square at a known distance and compared this to the distance measurement in
software. We also checked that the peak appeared to represent the object the sonar was pointing at, and
that no additional noise was introduced.

In our test we placed the cardboard square at approximately 1000mm from the sonar sensor, with the
cardboard covering the entire sensor beam. We then captured a set of 64 echoes, and generated an
average PSD. If we look at the captured echo PSD (Figure 36) we can see a spike at around bin 280.
Using calibration of the ambient room temperature within the lab we calculated that we can convert bins
to metric by multiplying by a constant of 3.56mm. We can therefore check whether the distance encoded
in the signal is correct using the following calculation:

280 * 3.56mm

1000mm
Figure 36: Echo from Cardboard

As we can see from the graph the data capture software works correctly.
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17.2 Mahalanobis Distance Testing

To test the validity of the Mahalanobis distance calculation we generated several simplified sample
echoes and calculated the expected features and Mahalanobis distances by hand. We also calculated the
statistics for these distances. Afterward we compared our results with those generated by software to
validate their correctness.

Following is a series of images for each of these sample echoes with windowing regions. They show
several simplified PSDs that demonstrate variations in peak position, peak amplitude, peak width, peak
energy and total echo energy in order to robustly test the feature extractor and Mahalanobis calculation.
Table 23: Sample Echoes for Software Testing

Echo 1

Echo 2

Echo 3

Echo 4
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Echo 5

17.2.1 Raw Feature Values

We can estimate the raw feature values by looking at the graph of each PSD. These are summarised in
Table 24.
Table 24: Raw Feature Value Estimates

Peak 1

Position
Peak 1

Position
Peak 1
(mm)

Position Amplitude Width
Amplitude
Amplitude/Width Amplitude Peak 1 Peak 1
Peak 1 Peak 1 Peak 1
Peak 1
Width Peak 1
Peak 1
*Width Peak 1 /Range /Range /Range Energy

Echo 1

7

24.92

3

3

1

9

1

0.12

0.14

6

Echo 2

6

21.36

3

6

0.5

18

1

0.14

0.28

9

Echo 3

4

14.24

3

6

0.5

18

1

0.21

0.42

9

Echo 4

4

14.24

2

4

0.5

8

1

0.14

0.28

4

Echo 5

3

10.68

3

4

0.75

12

1

0.28

0.37

6

Peak 2
Amplitude
Position Amplitude Width
Peak 2
Position
Position Amplitude
Amplitude/Width
Peak 2
Peak 2
Peak 2
*Width
Peak 2 Peak 2 (mm) Peak 2 Width Peak 2
Peak 2
/Range
/Range
/Range
Peak 2

Peak 2
Energy

Echo 1

19

67.64

2

4

0.5

8

2.71

0.08

0.16

4

Echo 2

19

67.64

5

6

0.83

30

3.17

0.23

0.28

13

Echo 3

17

60.52

5

4

1.25

20

4.25

0.35

0.28

11

Echo 4

20

71.2

4

4

1

16

5.00

0.28

0.28

10

Echo 5

17

60.52

4

4

1

16

5.67

0.37

0.37

8
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Other Information
Distance Peak 1 Peak 2 (mm)

Range (Position Peak 1)
(mm)

Echo Energy

Echo 1

42.72

24.92

13

Echo 2

46.28

21.36

22

Echo 3

46.28

14.24

20

Echo 4

56.96

14.24

14

Echo 5

49.84

10.68

14

To understand how these estimates were made let us consider Peak 1 from Echo 1. To obtain the
position of Peak 1 we find that the highest point corresponds to an x axis location of approximately 7.
Given a setting of 3.56mm per bin we obtain an approximation for the value of position Peak 1 as:

7* 3.56

24.92mm

By looking at the y axis we can see that the amplitude of this peak is approximately 3 and the width of
the peak starts at position 5 and ends at position 8, giving an approximate peak width of 3. The total
peak energy can be estimated by adding the amplitude values at each integer bin value over the peak
width and summing them (not including the start and end bin values of the peak). In this case we obtain:

Peak energy = 1.5+3+1.5 = 6

Echo energy is the sum of amplitudes for each integer bin value for the entire PSD. In echo 1 this would
be:

(0.5+1+6+1+0.5) + 4 = 13

All the other feature values are ratios involving these features. The correctness of these values can be
checked with a calculator.

If we now compare our estimates with that generated by software we can see that the results produced
by software are indeed correct.
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Figure 37: Screenshot - Software Results

17.3 Normalisation Testing

Given the following raw features extracted by software and their standard deviation (Figure 27, Table
25), we can estimate with a spreadsheet what the expected normalised feature values should be (Table
26). Normalising converts all features into units of standard deviation so they are comparable and also to
simplify the Mahalanobis distance calculation. It involves dividing each raw feature value by the entire
feature groups standard deviation value.
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For instance if we refer to Table 25, we see that for echo 1 the raw value of Position Peak 1 is 24.33. To
normalise this feature we divide it by the Position Peak 1 groups standard deviation i.e.

24.33/5.82 = 4.18

This gives a normalised feature value for Position Peak 1 at Echo 0 of 4.18 standard deviation units. If
the estimated results of normalised features are compared to software we can see the software works
correctly (Figure 38).

Table 25: Raw Values Extracted by Software
Position
Peak 1
(mm)

Amplitude/
Amplitude Width Peak Width Peak Amplitude Peak 1
Peak 1
1
*Width Peak 1
1

Echo 1

24.32667

3.041667

3

1.013889

9.125

1

0.1250343

0.1233215

6

Echo 2

21.36

3

6

0.5

18

1

0.1404494

0.2808989

9

Echo 3

14.24

3

6

0.5

18

1

0.2106742

0.4213483

9

Echo 4

14.24

2

4

0.5

8

1

0.1404494

0.2808989

4

10.08667

3.041667

4

0.7604167

12.16667

1

0.3015532

0.3965631

6

4.761644926

0

Echo 5
STDDEV

5.82253219 0.457005735 1.34164078 0.23021126
7
6
1
Amplitude
Peak 2

Echo 1

Position
Peak 2
(mm)
67.64

Echo 2

67.64

5

Echo 3

60.52

5

4

1.25

Echo 4

71.2

4

4

Echo 5

60.52

4

4

STDDEV

2

Position
Peak 1
/Range

Width Peak Amplitude/Width Amplitude
2
Peak 2
Peak 2
*Width
4
0.5
8 Peak
2
6
0.8333333
30

4.7762412 1.224744871 0.894427191

Amplitude
Width Peak 1
Peak 1
/Range
/Range

Peak 1
Energy

0.073823869 0.118314202 2.16794833
9

Position Amplitude Width Peak
Peak 2
Peak 2
2 /Range
/Range
/Range
2.780488 0.08221431 0.1644286

Peak 2
Energy
4

3.166667

0.2340824 0.2808989

13

20

4.25

0.3511236 0.2808989

11

1

16

5

0.2808989 0.2808989

10

1

16

6

0.3965631 0.3965631

8

0.276385402

8

1.318855317 0.1217234 0.082072236 3.420526275

Distance Peak 1 Peak 2 (mm)

Range (Position Peak 1)
(mm)

Echo Energy

Echo 1

43.31333

24.32667

13

Echo 2

46.28

21.36

22

Echo 3

46.28

14.24

20

Echo 4

56.96

14.24

14

Echo 5

50.43333

10.08667

14

STDDEV

5.290325062

5.822532197

4.098780306
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Table 26: Expected Normalised Feature Values Using Spreasdsheet

Position
Peak 1

Amplitude
Peak 1

Amplitude
Peak 1
Width Peak Amplitude/Width
*Width
Peak
1
Peak 1
1

Position
Peak 1
/Range

Amplitude
Peak 1
Width Peak
/Range
1 /Range

Peak 1
Energy

Echo 1

4.17802241 6.655642956 2.236067977

4.404167703

1.916354567

#DIV/0! 1.693683931 1.042322037 2.767593624

Echo 2

3.668506979 6.564469046 4.472135955

2.171918081

3.780206269

#DIV/0! 1.902493091 2.374177362 4.151390436

Echo 3

2.445671319 6.564469046 4.472135955

2.171918081

3.780206269

#DIV/0!

Echo 4

2.445671319 4.376312697 2.98142397

2.171918081

1.680091675

#DIV/0! 1.902493091 2.374177362 1.845062416

Echo 5

1.73235109 6.655642956 2.98142397

3.30312556

2.555140123

#DIV/0! 4.084765613 3.351779358 2.767593624

Position
Peak 2

Amplitude
Peak 2

Amplitude
Peak 2
Width Peak Amplitude/Width
*Width Peak
2
Peak 2
2

Position
Peak 2
/Range

2.85374099 3.561265621 4.151390436

Amplitude
Peak 2
Width Peak
/Range
2 /Range

Peak 2
Energy

Echo 1

14.16176386 1.632993162 4.472135955

1.809068051

1

2.108258551 0.675419108 2.003461915 1.169410692

Echo 2

14.16176386 4.082482905 6.708203932

3.015113298

3.75

2.401072323 1.923068209 3.422581279 3.80058475

Echo 3

12.67105187 4.082482905 4.472135955

4.522670128

2.5

3.222491463 2.884602314 3.422581279 3.215879404

Echo 4

14.90711985 3.265986324 4.472135955

3.618136102

2

3.791166427 2.307682016 3.422581279 2.923526731

Echo 5

12.67105187 3.265986324 4.472135955

3.618136102

2

4.549399713 3.257903587 4.831878808 2.338821385

Distance Peak 1 Peak 2

Range (Position Peak 1)

Echo Energy

Echo 1

8.187271952

4.17802241

3.171675237

Echo 2

8.748044677

3.668506979

5.367450401

Echo 3

8.748044677

2.445671319

4.879500365

Echo 4

10.76682422

2.445671319

3.415650255

Echo 5

9.533124979

1.73235109

3.415650255
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Figure 38: Screenshot - Normalised Values Produced By Software

17.3.1 Mahalanobis Distance

Given these normalised feature values we can now calculate the Mahalanobis distance. To test the
software’s validity we will manually calculate the Mahalanobis in one dimension using Position Peak 1.
The general calculation of Mahalanobis distance in one dimension can be expressed below:

D=

=
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We can express this calculation for all pairs of peak location values using a table as follows:

Table 27: Mahalanobis Distance Using Position Peak 1

Echo 1
Echo 2
Echo 3
Echo 4
Echo 5

Echo 1
4.178
0
0.509
1.732
1.732
2.446

4.178
3.669
2.446
2.446
1.732

Echo 2
3.669
0.509
0
1.223
1.223
1.937

Echo 3
2.446
1.732
1.223
0
0
0.714

Echo 4
2.446
1.732
1.223
0
0
0.714

Echo 5
1.732
2.446
1.937
0.714
0.714
0

As we are only concerned with distances and not magnitude we calculate the absolute value of the
difference between two feature values. When calculating distances in one dimension we also obtain
duplicate data, and distances between the same value. We remove this data which leaves us with the
distances highlighted in grey.

Using this information we can then calculate the following statistics about the Mahalanobis distance in
one dimension for Position Peak 1.

Table 28: Mahalanobis Distance Statistics Using Position Peak 1
Total Distances
Mean Distance

10
1.223

Distances > 6 sd %

0

Distances >= Mean %

60%

Minimum Distance
Maximum Distance

0
2.446
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Comparing these results to software we obtain the following:

Figure 39: Screenshot - Mahalanobis Distance

Figure 40: Screenshot - Mahalanobis Distance Statistics
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Similarly if we were to complete the calculation using a multidimension feature set between two
different objects, for example using Position Peak 1 and Position Peak 2 the same process would follow,
however distances would be calculated using:

D=

where the x values are values of Position Peak 1 and the y values are values from value Position Peak 2.
Let us consider an example where we have the following normalised values of Position Peak 1 and
Position Peak 2 for two different objects.

Echo 1
Echo 2
Echo 3
Echo 4
Echo 5

Object 1
Position Peak 1 Position Peak 2
6
10
9
12
8
14
7
11
8
12

Object 2
Position Peak 1 Position Peak 2
2
17
3
15
4
16
2
14
1
18

To calculate the Mahalanobis distance between Object 1 and Object 2 for echo 1 using the feature set
Position Peak 1, Position Peak 2 we would do the following:

Distance =

= 8.06 (stddev units)

Therefore if we were to calculate the distance between all possible feature sets we using the sample data
we would create a table like Table 29 which contains the Mahalanobis distances between all possible
pairs of data points.
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Table 29: Mahalanobis Distance Using Two Features
Echo 1

Echo 2

Echo 3

Echo 4

Echo 5

2,17

3,15

4,16

2,14

1,18

Echo 1

6,10

8.062257748

5.830951895

6.32455532

5.656854249

9.433981132

Echo 2

9,12

8.602325267

6.708203932

6.403124237

7.280109889

10

Echo 3

8,14

6.708203932

5.099019514

4.472135955

6

8.062257748

Echo 4

7,11

7.810249676

5.656854249

5.830951895

5.830951895

9.219544457

Echo 5

8,12

7.810249676

5.830951895

5.656854249

6.32455532

9.219544457

We then calculate statistics based on the distances calculated. In this case these would be:

Table 30: Mahalanobis Statistics Using Two Features
Total Distances

25

Mean Distance

6.95

Distances > 6 sd %

64%

Distances > Mean %

40%

Minimum Distance

4.47

Maximum Distance

10

If we compare these results to software we can see it produces the correct results (Figure 41, Figure 42).

Figure 41: Screenshot - Mahalanobis Distance Using Two Features
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Figure 42: Screenshot - Mahalanobis Distance Statistics Using Two Features

As we can see the results produced by software correspond to our estimates using a calculator and a
spreadsheet.
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